
Awaken® showerheads and handshowers are as beautiful as they are 
powerful with two distinct design options — Series B or Series G.



Both designs meet WaterSense® criteria for water conservation, saving you 
money while providing an efficient and thorough showering experience.



The Nature of Force™

Powered by an advanced spray engine, Awaken® showerheads and 
handshowers deliver the signature experience that sets KOHLER® 
showering apart at a great price.

Wide Coverage — an encompassing spray great for everyday use.

Intense Drenching* — a forceful, concentrated spray that delivers 
thorough rinsing.

Targeted* — a focused stream of water delivering one of Kohler’s 
most forceful sprays, perfect for targeting sore muscles.

Reduced-Flow** — a decreased flow rate that meets Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards.

The convenient tab allows you to move smoothly between the sprays 
and easily locks into place with a push of your thumb. 

*Available on multifunction handshowers and showerheads.  **Available on B110 and G110 handshowers.



Series B
Taking its inspiration from 
forms found in nature,  
Series B coordinates with 
both transitional and modern 
faucets and accessories and 
is available with 90 mm and 
110 mm diameter sprayfaces.



(CP) (BN)Finish Options

B90
Multifunction  
showerhead
2.0 gpm 
K-72424-CP

B110
Multifunction  
showerhead
2.0 gpm 
K-72425-CP

B90
Handshower 
with Eco-Boost
1.5/2.0 gpm 
K-99248-CP

B110
Multifunction  
handshower
2.0 gpm 
K-72421-CP

B90
Single-function  
showerhead
1.5 gpm 
K-72422-CP
1.75 gpm 
K-72423-CP

B90
Multifunction  
handshower
2.0 gpm 
K-72420-CP



Series G
A modern look with simple, 
architectural forms, Series G 
coordinates with contemporary 
faucets and accessories and  
is available with 90 mm and 
110 mm diameter sprayfaces.



(CP) (BN)

G110
Multifunction  
handshower
2.0 gpm 
K-72415-CP

G90
Multifunction  
handshower
2.0 gpm 
K-72414-CP

G90
Multifunction  
showerhead
2.0 gpm 
K-72418-CP

G110
Multifunction  
showerhead
2.0 gpm 
K-72419-CP

Finish Options

G90
Single-function  
showerhead
1.5 gpm 
K-72416-CP
1.75 gpm 
K-72417-CP



(CP) (BN)Finish Options

B90
24" handshower kit
2.0 gpm 
K-98362-CP

Multifunction Handshower Kits

B110
24" deluxe 
handshower kit
2.0 gpm 
K-99243-CP

B110 
36" premium 
handshower kit
2.0 gpm 
K-99899-CP



G90
24" handshower kit
2.0 gpm 
K-98361-CP

G110
24" deluxe 
handshower kit
2.0 gpm 
K-99242-CP

G110 
36" premium 
handshower kit
2.0 gpm 
K-99898-CP



(CP) (BN)Finish Options

Components

24" slidebar
K-98341-CP

24" deluxe 
slidebar
K-98342-CP

36" deluxe 
slidebar
K-98343-CP

36" deluxe 
slidebar with 
integrated 
water supply
K-98344-CP



Fixed wall bracket
K-98347-CP

Adjustable 
wall bracket
K-98348-CP

Wall-mount 
supply elbow
K-98350-CP
with check valve 
K-98351-CP



(CP) (BN)

Components

Finish Options**

* The Lifetime Limited Warranty is good for as long as the original consumer 
purchaser owns his/her home. To obtain complete warranty information, call 
1-800-4-KOHLER (1-800-964-5590 Canada) or visit KOHLER.com/Warranty.

Handshower cradle
K-98771-CP
Mounts to showerarm and   
allows replacement of   
showerhead with handshower.

Showerarm diverter
K-98770-CP
Mounts to showerarm and   
switches water flow between  
showerhead and handshower,  
or allows flow to both.

Ribbon 
shower hose
72" 
K-45981-CP
60" 
K-45982-CP

Smooth 
shower hose
72" 
K-98360-CP
60" 
K-98359-CP

**Additional finish options available for shower hoses.


